
5 Statutory Interpretation

DOES ________ APPLY TO _______ ‘S CIRCUMSTANCES?
- E.g. is act authorised/prohibited by provision?

(make sure provision was in force at time of relevant event(s))

BEGIN with consideration of the text concerned (Certain Lloyd’s Underwriters; Blue Sky;

Alcan)

- What section are you dealing with?

- What are the key words in the section that need to be interpreted?

o Are they defined in another provision? Is that provision ambiguous?

 Distinguish between exhaustive (‘means’) and non-exhaustive (‘includes’)

definitions

o If so, consider ambiguous words in definition.

Literal Meaning

“in order to determine whether _______, we need to look at the ordinary, literal meaning of the
text”

- Interpret words in context they appear according to their plain, natural and ordinary

meaning (Higgon v O’Dea)

o Public is entitled to conduct themselves on the basis that law’s commands have

meaning and effect according to ordinary grammar and usage (Alcan)

- Golden Rule: It’s permissible to depart from the grammatical and ordinary meaning to extent

that it removes the absurdity/inconsistency (Grey v Pearson)

- Insufficient if amounts to judicial amendment/not possible

Tools:

- DICTIONARY: can give dictionary definition and state if it assists

o Likely to provide a synonym which is equally vague

- Where a word/phrase is given a particular meaning, other parts of speech and grammatical

forms of that word/phrase have, unless the contrary intention appears, corresponding

meanings (s 39 ILA)



- AND: VCB v Brown: Heydon J and the majority in the HCA held ‘and’ means ‘and’ not ‘or’,

rejecting the remedial approach by Mason P in the CoA

Problems:

- Involve questions of degree = inherently vague, still ambiguous

- Conflict with the fact that words don’t remedy the mischief Parl intended to deal with

(Project Blue Sky) or conform to legislative intent (Cooper Brookes)

- Older ‘literal’ and ‘golden’ rules have been criticised for being too narrow and rigid (Cooper

Brookes)

“______ may therefore argue that the words ‘_________’ are inherently

vague/absurd/inconsistent etc.”

AND/OR

“Apparently plain” words may still take on a different meaning when read in light of purpose

and context or if they produce an inconvenient or absurd result (CIC Insurance per Brennan CJ,

Dawson, Toohey & Gummow JJ)

CONSIDER purpose and context to ascertain what Parliament intended the words to

mean

Want to achieve consistency with both the language and purpose of the statute, harmonious goals and

giving a meaning and give practical relevance to every word (Project Blue Sky)

"the context, the general purpose and policy of a provision and its consistency and fairness are surer

guides to its meaning than the logic with which it is constructed" (Project Blue Sky approved in

Certain Lloyd’s)

Language of Statute as Whole

Statutory construction requires deciding what is the legal meaning of the relevant provision by

reference to the language of the instrument viewed as a whole (Certain Lloyd’s)

- Look at the Act as forming a statutory ‘scheme’. What does the Act as a whole do? And

where does the questioned provision fit within that context?

- The structure of the Act

Ejusdem generis

- Where legislation uses general words and specific in the same bit

- List of words followed by ‘and other things’ or ‘and any other’



- General words should be limited in meaning to things of the same kind as the particular

words (Malouf v Manly Council)

- Must be a genus created by the other words (Malouf v Manly Council)

- Which one doesn’t belong?

Exception

- Creates a class too wide and no specific class can be found (Stewart v Lizars)

- Defeats purpose of legislation (Stewart v Lizars)

- Contrary to context in which words appear (Dean v Attorney General of Qld)

Noscitur a sociis

- Words take their meaning from words with which they are associated (R v Ann Harris)

o A word is known by its associates

- Has effect of restricting the words

Reddendo singular singulis

- Rendering each his own

- Where test exhibits the pattern ‘A and B are Y and Z’, reddendo suggests that A should be

matched with Y and B should be matched with Z, achieving a sort of symmetry in the text

Expressio unius est exclusio alterius

- If two things are normally put together, but only one is mentioned, means parliament meant to

exclude the others

- Express mention of one thing is to the exclusion of others

- Except when lead to capricious and uncertain operation of the law (Dean v Wiesengrund)

Other sections of the Act

- It’s assumed that words in an Act should be read consistently with one another (e.g. if the

same word is used in multiple sections, it has the same meaning) (Fox v Warde)

Which Words Form Part of the Act?

- ILA s 35(b) Considerations may be given to any matter or document that is relevant but not

limited to (i) all indications provided by the act/subordinate instrument as printed by

authority, including punctuation

- ILA S 36(2A)(a) section, clauses, regulations, rules or items into which an act/SI or a

schedule to act/SI is divided or (b) tables, columns, examples, diagrams, notes (notes at

foot of provisions not marginal notes, footnotes or endnotes) or forms in act/SI form part if



(c) act is passed/subordinate instrument made, on or after 1 Jan 2001 (d) can be made before

as long as inserting Act is after

“On this basis ______ could argue that ______”

Purpose

“A court is normally guided by the purpose of the Act (set out in s 1(both)), this is the modern

CL approach to statutory interpretation and is also required by s 35 ILA (and s 15AA AIA)”

- Consideration of the context is consideration of context in its widest sense and includes

consideration of the mischief which the statute was intended to remedy (Alcan; CIC

Imsurance)

o What is the problem that the Act is trying to solve

Intrinsic Materials

The purpose must be derived from what the legislation says, and not from any assumption about the

desired or desirable reach or operation of the relevant provisions (Certain Lloyd’s)

Warned against dangers of reasoning from legislative "intention" that is not based, as it must be, in the

text of the relevant legislation

"In construing a statute it is not for a court to construct its own idea of a desirable policy, impute it to

the legislature, and then characterise it as a statutory purpose" (Australian Education Union approved

in Certain Lloyd’s)

- Look at purpose/objects clauses in Act/Part/Division/Section = s 1 Stalking Act; s 1 Stalking

Amendment

o Plus, key headings, notes etc.

Extrinsic Materials

“In Catlow (HCA) Brennan & Gaudron CJ said it would be erroneous to look to extrinsic

material before exhausting application of the ordinary rules of statutory construction”

HOWEVER

In Certain Lloyd’s the HCA said that whilst consideration of extrinsic materials shouldn’t

displace the clear meaning of the text, the purpose may be elucidated by appropriate reference

to them

- Prior legislation – i.e. how does the Act amend/affect its predecessors



- S 35(b) ILA Consideration may be given to any matter or document that is relevant including

but not limited to

o (i) all indications provided by the Act/subordinate instrument as printed by authority,

including punctuation

o (ii) reports of proceedings in any House of Parl

 Parliamentary debates

o (iii) explanatory memoranda or other documents laid before or otherwise presented to

any House of Parl; and

 Second reading speech

o (iv) reports of Royal Commissions, Parliamentary Committees, Law Reform

Commissioners and Commissions, Boards of Inquiry, Formal Reviews or other

similar bodies

 Law reform body reports may help ascertain the mischief the legislation

intended to cure (CIC Insurance)

- Re Bolton: ex parte Beane: Courts are not bound to look at them, and are not bound by

anything said in them about the intended meaning. They are persuasive only

- Nominal Defendant v GLG: It is not part of a court's function to give effect to

parliamentary speeches, ministerial media releases or other informal statements

General Context

Trade Meanings

- Where the stat concerns a particular section of community, the trade meaning may be taken

into account (Herbert Adams)

Acts in pari materia

- A designation applied to statutes or general laws that were enacted at different times but pertain to

the same subject or object.

- Statutes in pari materia must be interpreted in light of each other since they have a common

purpose for comparable events or items.

- May modify the ordinary meaning of the word for the purpose of the Act

- Definitions in acts in pari materia may be used, with caution, to interpret undefined term, context

and purpose are still primary considerations

- This is usually only appropriate where acts form a scheme of legislation


